We study several inequalities for norms on matrices, in particular for the Hilbert± Schmidt and operator norms. These inequalites occur when comparing norms of the products and for matices and with suitable assumptions. We also point out some trace inequalities. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Let vr denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators in a separable Hilbert space H. If H has a ®nite dimension, the only ideals of vr are the trivial ones. If dim r I, all proper ideals of vr are included in the ideal of compact operators [8, p. 25] . By a unitarily invariant norm jjj Á jjj, we mean a norm on an ideal I of vr , making I a Banach space, and such that jjj jjj jjj jjj for all X in I and all Y unitaries in vr . Examples of unitarily invariant norms are the usual operator norm k Á k and the Schatten pnorms 1 T p`I, de®ned for any operator X by k k p Tr j j
where fl n g are the singular values of X arranged in decreasing order and repeated according to their multiplicities (even if X is not compact, there is a natural de®nition of l n for all n [4] ). The Schatten p-norms act on the v p r 1 E-mail: bourinjc@club-internet.fr ideals, constituted of operators X for which k k p`I . The v p r ideals, called Schatten p-classes, are the noncommutative analogues of the classical l p n and l p sequence spaces. More generally, it follows from Schatten's theory [8, chapters 1 and 2] , that unitarily invariant norms on ideals are in a one to one correspondance with Banach sequence spaces endowed with symmetric norms.
A noncommutative problem then appears: evaluating dierences in the way of regrouping factors in an expression with a product. For instance if the product AB of two operators A and B is normal, we know that [8, p. 95 ], :
A more recent example [2, 5] , whose ®rst version was proved by Corach±Porta± Recht is jjj À1 Ã ÃÀ1 jjj P 2jjj jjjY in which S is an invertible operator of vr and T is in an ideal with a unitarily invariant norm. This text focuses on the inequalities linked with these problems of regrouping, and more precisely on inequalities of the following type: Proposition 1. Let B be a positive operator, E a projection and W an increasing positive function de®ned on the spectrum of B. Then
kfiWfk T kifWfkX
We call such an inequality, a gathering inequality. Throughout this paper the term operator with no other precision means a bounded linear operator on H.
Positive operators and monotone functions
We say that two positive (i.e. nonnegative) functions de®ned on a set X have the same (resp. opposite) monotony if f x T f y @A gx T respX P gy for all xY y in X Let (XY be a probability space. We denote by
the expectation of an integrable function f. Lemma 1. Let f and g be two positive measurable functions on a probability space. If f and g have the same (resp. opposite) monotony,
Proof. We prove the case of same monotony. It is very easy to show that for any x and y in the probability space X, we have the elementary estimate
Proof of Proposition 1. For any e b 0 there exists f P r with kf k 1 such that kfiWfk À e T kfiWff k. Write iWff ah with khk 1. Then the projection h h (this notation means h hg hhY gih Vg P r ± the scalar product is linear in the second variable) satis®es
Since W is increasing, Lemma 1 shows that the last expression is less than
Letting e 3 0, we get the proposition. Ã
We may ask if for W decreasing, Proposition 1 holds with the P inequality sign. This is not true: for instance, if Proposition 2. Let A be a self-adjoint operator, B a positive operator and W an increasing positive function de®ned on the spectrum of B. Then:
Proof. We make the proof for n Â n matrices. Let f n i1 i e i e i and e n iYj1 iYj e i e j . We have 
Then the estimates xf x yf y P respX T xf y yf x for nonnegative reals x, y and positive increasing (resp. decreasing) function f, yield the proposition. Ã This shows in particular that Proposition 1 is true for the Hilbert±Schmidt norm k Á k 2 . Is Proposition 1 still true for any Schatten p-norm?
Like the previous proposition, most results in this paper are expressed in terms of a pair fY Wf with W increasing (or decreasing). It is always straightforward to extend the results to a pair f fY gf with f and g of same monotony (or of opposite monotony).
We say that two positive operators A and B have the same (resp. opposite) monotony if there exist a positive operator C and two positive functions f and g with the same (resp. opposite) monotony, de®ned on the spectrum of C, such that e f g and f gg.
We denote by S r the unit sphere of H. Using Lemma 1, the following characterization of same/opposite monotony is easy to state (at least when H has a ®nite dimension). (i) kefhk P respX T kehkXkfhk for all h P S r .
(ii) A and B have the same (resp. opposite) monotony.
Let us give a sketch of the proof for the P sign when dim r n is ®nite. (ii)A(i) follows from Lemma 1. To prove (i)A(ii), let e 1 Y F F F e n be eigenvectors corresponding to l 1 eY F F F l n e. By inequality (i) applied successively to h e 1 Y F F F e n , we can deduce that the eigenspaces of A are invariant for B. Thus A and B commute. It is then easy to show that A and B have same monotony.
Gathering inequalities for the Hilbert±Schmidt norm
In this section we study some inequalities for the Hilbert±Schmidt norm which improve Proposition 2.
We begin by introducing the hyponormality index of an operator. This is a number which measures the lack of normality of an operator on a ®nite dimensional space H. If H has an in®nite dimension, then this number measures the lack of hyponormality:
We de®ne the hyponormality index of an invertible operator X by
If X is no longer invertible, we set
Equivalently,
where the supremum runs over all the vectors h such that khk T 0.
If m is ®nite, we have
This shows that m P 1Y I. Moreover m 1 if and only if X is hyponormal. In particular, if X is compact, then m 1 implies the normality of X. Indeed, it is easy to check that a compact hyponormal operator is normal; more generally Putnam inequality [7] ensures that a hyponormal operator whose spectrum has zero area is normal. Now we are ready to state the main result of this section in its full generality.
Theorem 1. Let A be an operator, B a positive operator and W a positive function de®ned on the spectrum of B.
(1) If W is increasing and me is ®nite,
The me constant is optimal. If A is hyponormal, the inequality holds with me 1.
(2) If W is decreasing, A is normal and if either A is in the Hilbert±Schmidt class or A is self-adjoint or B is compact,
(1) First, we suppose that B has a ®nite rank, and we follow two steps. and f r kf 2r eik
The convexity of f entails f s T supff ÀrY f rg, hence
which can also be written as
Setting g f 2 and u W 2 p ; we have to prove that for any positive operator of ®nite rank C and any positive, increasing u X R 3 R , we have:
The set of the functions u which verify 1 obviously includes the set U of the positive, increasing functions which verify (1) and
Let us show that U coincides with the set containing all the positive, increasing functions. U is preserved under: (a) a linear combination with positive coecients, (b)``dilation'': u P U A u k x ukx P U, (c) a pointwise limit, and (d) if u P U is continuous and strictly increasing, with u0 0 and uI I; then the reciprocal function u À1 is also an element of U. (a)±(c) entail that we just have to prove that v 1YI P U to conclude that any positive, increasing function on R is included into U. Thanks to our ®rst step, we know that the functions x 3 x s s P 0 belong to U. So,
is an element of U. The reciprocal functions u À1 n pointwise converge to v 1YI , and the theorem is proved.
(2) Now, B no longer has a ®nite rank. If B can be diagonalized, there exists an increasing sequence of operators with a ®nite rank f n which commute two by two and strongly converge towards B. We have kf n eWf n k 2 4 kfeWfk 2 and kef n Wf n k 2 4 kefWfk 2 which proves the theorem when B can be diagonalized. The general case can be deduced from it, because for any e b 0 there exists f e which can be diagonalized and which commutes with B such that 1 À ef T f e T 1 ef and 1 À eWf T Wf e T 1 eWfX
We still have to check that me is the best constant. Let e b 0 and let h be a norm-one vector for which
We take f h h and Wf s, where I is the identity of vr . Letting e tend towards 0, we see that me is the best constant independent of B and W.
Proof of assertion (2).
Let us observe that if B is a positive operator, H is a positive increasing function de®ned on the spectrum of B and A is a normal operator, assertion (1) implies the following gathering inequality for the trace norm: 1 , where the assumption that e P v 2 r is essential for the last expression to be meaningful. Using the normality of A, and the previous gathering trace norm inequality, we can conclude:
We assume now that A is self-adjoint. We may suppose that B can be diagonalized, so there exits an increasing sequence fi n g of ®nite rank projections commuting with B such that kfeWfk 2 lim kfi n ei n Wfk 2 X By the ®rst step kfi n ei n Wfk 2 P ki n ei n fWfk 2 and we deduce the result by letting n tend to the in®nite.
Finally we assume that B is compact. Since W is decreasing and B is a positive compact operator, it is easy to see that there is a sequence ff n g of positive Hilbert±Schmidt operators such that Wf W n f n , with W n decreasing, kf n eWfk 2 4 kfeWfk 2 and ef n Wf 3 efWf in Strong Operator Topology. Thanks to the SOT lower semi-continuity of the Hilbert± Schmidt norm,
In this way, it suces to show the inequality when f P v 2 r . It is then possible to reproduce the argument of the ®rst step, using this time as an essential assumption the fact that f P v 2 r instead of e P v 2 r . Ã Corollary 1. Let A and B be n Â n matrices with A normal and B positive and let W be a positive function de®ned on the spectrum of B. Then: In dimension 4, we have found counterexamples, for some values of p and for A positive. There are similarly counterexamples for W decreasing. It would be desirable to ®nd counterexamples for 1 T p`2.
An operator norm inequality
In this section, we give two applications of the previous theorem. Actually the ®rst one is a trace inequality which can be deduced from Proposition 2. We need the Loewner theorem which states that the functions t 3 t a , 0 T a T 1, are operator monotone
We use the notation ( to mean that X and Y are two positive operators with either 0 T T or X,Y are invertible and log T log . In Section 4 we shall give more information on the ( sign. Proof. First, we prove the case T . We assume that a T 1. By Loewner's theorem, a T a , so
by gathering Tr w ab X
The case a P 1 can be deduced by repeating the process. Now, we assume that X and Y are invertible and log T log . By homogeneity, we may assume that s T Y (where I denotes the identity operator) , so 0 T log T log , and
Tr wa log n b log k Tr w ab X Ã Remark. Proposition 4 gives an immediate proof of the McCarthy inequality (cf. [5] , p. 20, Theorem 1.22) Proof. We have just to prove the case À1 T b`0. By repeating the process, we may assume that a T 1. By a limit argument, we may assume that X is invertible. There exist an orthonormal system fe n g and two sequences of reals fx n g and fm n g such that w n m n e n e n and e n x n e n . Thus
Tr w ab n m n x a n he n Y Àa e n ihe n Y ab e n iX
Since t 3 t Àa is operator decreasing, Tr w ab P n m n x a n he n Y Àa e n ihe n Y ab e n iX Since t 3 t Àa decreases and t 3 t ab increases, Lemma 1 implies
A more original application of the previous theorem is an operator norm inequality. We say that a normal operator X is semi-unitary if its restriction to ran is a unitary operator. Proof. The second assertion is just Proposition 1 and we just have to prove the ®rst assertion. By a limit argument, we may assume that there is h P r , khk 1, such that Lemma 2. For an operator e P I and two invertible operators B and C, the map t 3 jjj jfj t e j g j t jjj is log-convex, equivalently
Proof. By unitary invariance, the analytic map f z j f j z e j g j z satis®es jjjf x iyjjj jjjf xjjj for all reals x and y. Hence the lemma is a straightforward application of the Banach space valued version of the Three lines theorem.
It is possible, rather than the previous interpolation argument, to give a proof based on standard majorization techniques. Note that
by using the simple fact that the spectral radius of an operator X is less than or equal to its norm, with equality for X self-adjoint. Thus the inequality is proved in case of the operator norm. An antisymetric tensor product then shows that, if f n g, f n g, f n g denote the sequences of the respective singular values of A, f Ã eg Ã , f À1 eg À1 arranged in decreasing order and repeated according to their multiplicity, we have This implies that f n g is weakly majorized by f 1a2 n 1a2 n g, so we have
by the Cauchy±Shwartz inequality for the symmetric gauge function U corresponding to jjj Á jjj (cf. [3] , p. 87). Ã Proposition 5. Let e P I be a self-adjoint operator and X, Y, Z three positive operators such that 2 . Then jjje jjj T jjjejjjX
Proof. By continuity, we may assume that X, Y, Z are invertible. Then, by Lemma 2, or log f 0 P log f s tatÀs f t ÀsatÀs Y so f 0 P f s tatÀs f t ÀsatÀs X Then, using f 0 jjjf s ef Àt jjj and f t jjjf sÀt ejjj T mejjjef sÀt jjj mef s, we deduce the result. The proof of the third inequality is similar. Actually it is not dicult to see that the second and third inequalities are equivalent. Ã Remark. In the two previous propositions, it has been assumed that some of the operators involved belong to I. These assumptions are not necessary if I have the following property: for any sequence f n g in I such that supjjj n jjjÌ and f n g converges weakly to X, then P I and jjj jjj T lim inf jjj n jjj. Actually, it follows from Schatten's theory and the Goh'berg±Krein's noncommutative Fatou lemma (cf. [8] , Theorem 2.7 pp. 28±29) that I can be embedded in a unique larger ideal having the previous property. When I has this property, we say that jjj Á jjj is maximal. It then becomes natural to set jjjejjj I if A is not in I and, in this framework, it should be observed that an inequality such that jjjejjj T jjjfjjj yields as a corollary f P I A e P I.
The next result is an improvement of the trace inequality of section 3. First of all, we have to give more precisions about the ( sign. The order relation log T log on positive invertible operators is called the chaotic order and is denoted (. Since log is operator monotone, the chaotic order is a weaker order than the usual one. Fujii et al. [6] have given a very simple proof of the following result for two invertible, positive operators X, Y log `log iff r` r holds for an r b 0X
If X and Y are positive operators with X not invertible, we may keep the notation ( to mean that there exists g b 0 such that log e T log e when 0`e T g. Moreover, if jjj Á jjj is maximal, the inequality still holds when w T P I, and M may even be taken unbounded. (The author does not know if the second assertion of the proposition remains true when jjj Á jjj is not maximal.)
